Abstract-The operation of widely-deployed random access to wireless networks is based on limited information on the result of each access attempt. When making a random access attempt, users usually do not know the exact amount of transmit power to make it successful. Also, upon failure of a transmission attempt, a user cannot tell whether the failure was caused by collision with other simultaneously-transmitting users or by his use of insufficient transmit power. To handle lack of information on the cause of failure, we propose an innovative Cause-of-Failure (CoF) resolution which increases the transmit power after a given number of consecutive unsuccessful access attempts when the probability that a given failure is caused by collision becomes sufficiently low. To exploit the thus-achieved transmit power for the next random access attempt, we also determine the Causeof-Success (CoS) based on the number of consecutive successful attempts, i.e., whether to decrease or maintain the present transmit power probabilistically. This way, users can adjust their transmit power for random access, which we call Auto Power Fallback (APF). We evaluate APF by modeling analysis and numerical computation based on the slotted Aloha, showing that APF makes significant energy-savings for uplink random accesses while achieving good performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Aloha-type random access mechanisms have been implemented mainly for uplink communications in cellular networks. Despite its wide use, it is practically impossible for a user to acquire the perfect channel information for a successful transmission, and hence, a random access is attempted with only partial information about the channel before using it.
For these reasons, it is important to devise a poweradjustment scheme for channel-condition-unaware random access systems. The well-known problem in random access is the difficulty in distinguishing a collision from the failure caused by a low transmit power. Increasing the transmit power blindly to combat the failure will waste energy without benefit. Hence, determining a suitable transmit power to use is essential for energy savings, a critical issue in all wireless mobile systems [1] . An extreme solution for power management is to always use full transmit power. Then, no access failure will occur due to use of insufficient transmit power within the given transmission range. This scheme, however, does not only fail to meet the requirement of energy-savings, but also cause unfairness in terms of uneven successful access probabilities because of the capture effect [2] , [3] .
In the traditional approach to random access, a collision occurs when multiple users attempt to access a channel simultaneously. However, by the virtue of capture effect, a user can succeed in his transmission while the others' transmissions fail if a receive power from that user is larger than the sum of others' by more than a given threshold. So, in using full transmit power, the user who is located near the AP will succeed in his transmission attempt with a higher probability than the others farther away from the AP [9] . This is the wellknown near-far effect.
To overcome the problem of power assignment, CDMA systems have already deployed a power-ramping algorithm [4] . The power-ramping algorithm increases the transmit power by one step on failure of a random access attempt, while using the slotted Aloha. Following the algorithm in general random access systems, the transmit power would be increased even in case of collision-induced failures. It wastes energy by using excessive transmit power that also interferes with other users. Moreover, this algorithm becomes inefficient if the power ramping always starts from the initial transmit power level, although it can reuse the latest-used power level.
To remedy the above problems, we propose a random access solution that maintains a proper transmit power level. The conventional random access approach has been to find a collision resolution method based on random backoffs. We develop a new concept of failure resolution that seeks an adequate transmit power as well as collision resolution. We tackle this problem with a probabilistic approach and devise a Cause-of-Failure (CoF) estimation algorithm that estimates whether the failure is caused by a collision or by use of insufficient transmit power. Next, to reuse the thus-achieved transmit power level for the next random access attempt, we also propose a Cause-of-Success (CoS) estimation algorithm that estimates whether or not to decrease the current transmit power before attempting a random access.
Traditionally, exploiting the capture effect for slotted Aloha has been regarded helpful in enhancing the throughput of pure slotted Aloha. For this, the transmit power was randomized [5] - [8] , and especially the authors of [8] investigated power control for slotted Aloha to improve system capacity. But their underlying assumption was that power variations due to distance are eliminated by perfect power control. The performance of Aloha under the near-far effect is addressed in [9] , and its stability studied in [10] by adaptively varying the probability of retransmission. In [11] , a tree-splitting collision resolution protocol is proposed, which operates according to residual battery energy. The authors of [12] studied a collision model for CDMA systems and referenced many power control methods. To our best knowledge, little has been done on resolving random-access failures by considering both collision resolution and transmit power adjustment together.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our system model and assumptions, and Section III proposes algorithms that consider both transmit power
This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE INFOCOM 2008 proceedings. management and collision resolution together. Section IV analyzes the performance of the algorithms by modeling it with a discrete-time Markov chain, and Section V evaluates them numerically and using simulation. The paper concludes with Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Assumptions
We consider a wireless network that consists of multiple cells or clusters, each of which is composed of an AP and many users (or wireless terminals). As is commonly the case, random access is used for uplink communications from users to the AP. The air medium is assumed to be accessed randomly by following the slotted Aloha. A packet arriving (generated) during time slot i is transmitted at time slot i + 1. By the nature of random access, users are informed of the result of a transmission attempt only when it is successful. If the attempt was unsuccessful, there is usually no explicit response from the receiver, so users estimate the failure from the absence of ACK or the subsequent procedure (e.g., channel allocation) over the downlink. For tractability of our analysis, as in the literature (see, for example, [13] ), a user terminal is assumed to learn whether or not an access attempt was successful at the end of each slot from the AP's feedback.
Throughout this paper, we use G to denote the total effective offered load. Since Aloha-type random access methods use random backoffs for their collision resolution, the total offered load includes new and backlogged arrivals. The number of packets generated in the network follows a Poisson distribution with mean rate G.
A certain user's random access attempt can be viewed successful due to the capture effect even if other users made simultaneous attempts. That is, when the receive power from a user k is larger than the sum of other users' and background noise N , which is equivalent to the receive signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), Γ, by a given threshold α, user k's packet can be captured by the receiver. Let R k be the AP's receive power of user k's transmission, then user k's packet will be captured if
where the threshold α is a design parameter and can be adjusted according to the code rate deployed at the transmitters [6] , [8] . How to set α is beyond the scope of this paper, and hence, will not be considered any further. We simply assume that α is set to be larger than the minimum SNR required for the AP to decode the transmitted data correctly.
B. Power adjustment
For power-adjusted random access, the AP is made to receive all packets with the same receive power. However, all the users in a cell are positioned at different locations and may be subject to different channel conditions. Each user should therefore adjust his transmit power so that the AP's receive power from the users' transmissions may lie in the same range. We obtain the minimal receive power R * = N α by the definition of SNR when there are no other simultaneouslytransmitting users. Therefore, we make each user adjust his transmit power autonomously to make the AP's receive power of his transmission not smaller than R * . Suppose there are N transmit power levels,
. We assume that the AP can always decode a transmitted signal within a target bit error rate by any subset of N levels. To meet R * , the transmit power can be increased in a way a priori agreed upon, as discussed in the next section.
The suitable transmit power level is referred to as the reference power level, which is used by most users called reference-power users. However, some users called excesspower users will use more power than their own reference power, and some users called deficient-power users attempt to transmit at a lower level than the reference power level. If the reference power level is n * , the excess-power users transmit packets at levels n * + 1, · · · , N. The users using i levels higher power than their reference power are called i-excesspower users. For analytical simplicity, we suppose that access attempts of reference-power users do not cause collision to any excess-power users, and, similarly, i-excess-power users do not cause collision to (i + 1)-excess power users. These assumptions hold mostly by the capture effect, although they might not hold with a slight probability when there are more than one simultaneously-transmitting user of smaller i.
III. POWER-ADJUSTED RANDOM ACCESS
If every user maintains his transmit power such that the AP's receive power of his transmission is not smaller than R * , then a new user's initial access attempt may fail due to his collision with other users' attempts or use of insufficient transmit power. Collisions occur if there are other simultaneously-transmitting users. We attribute the failure to use of insufficient transmit power if the new user's data is received at a power level lower than R * . Occasionally, a user's attempt with a proper transmit power may fail when other simultaneously-transmitting users use excessive transmit power. We regard this case as collision, not the problem of using insufficient transmit power.
A. Cause-of-Failure (CoF) estimation
To prescribe a correct action after each transmission failure, we propose a probabilistic approach for determining the Cause-of-Failure (CoF). First, we define p c and p l to represent the probabilities of a random-access failure due to collision and use of insufficient transmit power, respectively. The failure caused by collision means that the transmit power used was sufficient. In other words, collision can occur only when the transmit power is sufficient. So, we can decide on the CoF by comparing p c · (1 − p l ) and a given threshold .
If p c · (1 − p l ) ≥ , the user can retry the failed transmission with the same transmit power. Otherwise (i.e., p c ·(1−p l ) < ), the user can retry the transmission with more power, assuming that the failure was due to use of insufficient transmit power. The design parameter, , lies in [0, 1] and determines the tendency of power increase. As → 0, collision becomes a dominant CoF, while low transmit power becomes a dominant CoF as → 1. Note that the case of = 1 represents the conventional power-ramping algorithm; a transmission failure is always accompanied by a power increase at the next attempt.
Let Ψ(n) be the probability that the required transmit power level is n within a cell. We simply let
According to the distribution of users in a cell, the AP can
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obtain Ψ(n) for the coverage area that requires the transmit power level T n . Let m and n (n = 1, · · · , N) be the number of consecutive unsuccessful transmissions and the index of transmit power level, respectively. We can then calculate p c and p l as follows:
where G is the measured effective load, and p c (m) is derived by the collision probability of slotted Aloha when the other users attempt to transmit packets at the same time. Clearly, p c will decrease with the increase of retransmissions, and p l will decrease with the increase of power level. Let φ n be the number of consecutive transmission attempts with the power level T n until the user increases his transmit power. Then,
where φ n increases as n increases and p l (n) decreases. Note that p l (N ) = 0; in other words, failures are always caused by collisions at the highest transmit power under our assumption, but the number of transmission attempts is bounded by some maximum for real applications. Usually, packets will be dropped after exhausting the maximum allowed number of attempts (using the final power level). Throughout this paper, we assume that failures can be recovered by an unlimited number of retransmissions at the maximum power level (i.e., φ N → ∞) for analytical simplicity.
B. Cause-of-Success (CoS) estimation
When an initial random access was successful, the subsequent random access attempts can use the same transmit power instead of triggering the start of CoF algorithm from the lowest power level. If the channel condition remains unchanged, the user may reuse the latest-used (successful) power level for transmitting subsequent packets. However, the user's channel condition may change with time and, according to the CoF algorithm, with a slight probability, the power level may be increased even in case of successive collisions. If the present transmit power is too high for these reasons, causing the excessive receive power, it should be decreased. In our system model, however, the user doesn't know the channel condition for his next transmission. One possible way to handle this difficulty is to use the latest-used power level, and based on the result of using that power level, decide whether to change or retain the transmit power level.
We propose an algorithm to probabilistically determine the Cause-of-Success (CoS). While the CoF algorithm decides on the cause of failure after an unsuccessful random access attempt, the CoS algorithm decides on the cause of success after a successful random access. The CoS algorithm operates as follows. We define p s and p h as the probabilities of successful transmission without collision and at a power level causing the transmit power to be higher than the required 1 We omit time and user indices in these parameters for notational simplicity. level, respectively. If the success was due to collision-freedom, not high transmit power, the user can maintain his current power level. Thus, if p s · (1 − p h ) ≥ δ, the user retains the present power level for the next random access. Otherwise (i.e., p s · (1 − p h ) < δ), the user makes the next random access attempt with a decreased power level. δ is also a design parameter that determines the trend of power decrease. Like , a user tends to decrease the present power level if δ → 1, and maintains it if δ → 0. Let m and n be the number of consecutive successful transmissions and the index of present power level, respectively. We then obtain p s and p h as:
where p s (m) is derived by the probability of no collision in slotted Aloha when no other users attempt to transmit. Clearly, p s (m) decreases with the increase of m. Hence, we calculate the number, ϕ, of consecutive successful transmissions until the user decreases his transmit power as
Note that ϕ 1 is a trivial case since it already uses the lowest power level.
C. Auto power fallback
We now describe how CoF and CoS algorithms operate in a real setting. Each user terminal can realize these algorithms in a distributed fashion if users can measure, or be informed of, G and Ψ(n)'s in order to calculate p c , p l , p s , and p h . Since this is impractical and/or inefficient, we develop instead a feasible mechanism for APs to execute.
At each AP, p c and p s are computed by estimating the traffic load G within its cell, and p l and p h are computed by estimating Ψ(n)'s from statistical users distribution and channel environment for given N power levels. The AP then computes φ n 's and ϕ n 's from Eqs. (4) and (7), respectively, and broadcasts the two sets every superframe via a common control channel or a beacon. Then, each user is informed of the number of consecutive successes or failures allowed until he decreases or increases his transmit power at each level.
This operation is akin to the auto rate fallback that is used for link adaptation in the IEEE 802.11 [14] , and called auto power fallback (APF). Like in the auto rate fallback, APF can fix φ and ϕ by assigning (1 − p l ) and δ(1 − p h ) instead of and δ, respectively, thereby making the number of successive attempts irrelevant to the power level. This special case yields absolute fairness with respect to the successful access probability, and facilitates the implementation of our algorithm as there is no need to estimate Ψ(n)'s.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS APF drives every user to probabilistically and autonomously adjust his own transmit power to an appropriate level. According to our definition in Section II-B, those using a suitable transmit power level are called reference-power users. The traffic load of reference-power users is denoted by G (0) . By the probabilistic nature of the APF algorithm, some users called excess-power users will use more power than their reference power, because users increase their transmit power after making φ n unsuccessful transmission attempts even if the transmission failures had really been caused by collisions. We denote the traffic load of i-excess-power users by G (i) . On the other hand, some users called deficient-power users attempt to transmit at a lower level than their reference power level n * as a result of the CoS algorithm. We denote their traffic load by G (−1) . According to the assumption in Section II-B, G (i) dominates the others with the indices smaller than i by the capture effect. In contrast, the users of G (i) cause collisions to the others with the indices not larger than
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c (φ n * +i ), representing the i-excesspower users' probabilities of successes and collisions with the reference power level n * are given, respectively, by
Meanwhile, access attempts by deficient-power users can cause collision to reference-power users by the definition of R * , so the probabilities of successes and collisions of reference-power users, p
Using these probabilities, we can build a discrete-time Markov chain where each state represents a transmit power level. Fig. 1 shows the state diagram of our APF algorithm, when the reference level is n * . Let P n * (i + 1 | i) represent the probability of transitioning from state i to state i + 1 when the reference level is n * , then the one-step state transition probabilities are
We define Π n * (−1), Π n * (0), Π n * (1), · · · , Π n * (N − n * ) as the probabilities that a user's power level becomes n * − 1, n * , n * + 1, · · · , N in steady-state. As N −n * i=−1 Π n * (i) = 1 for any n * , we can establish a local balance equation between any two states. Hence, for i = −1, 0, · · · , N − n * , we obtain Π n * (i) that is expressed by transition probabilities.
Then, the traffic load by deficient-power users is expressed by
Similarly, the traffic loads by reference-power and excesspower users are given by
where
is a function of p s 's and p c 's, and each p s and p c are derived from G (i) 's, it is impossible to calculate them directly, but we can derive them recursively by setting G to the initial value of G (0) and 0 to the others. From G (i) 's, we obtain the successful access probability in a cell, P succ , as:
(16) Let P succ (n * ) be the successful access probability of reference-level-n * users, which is given by
(17) We now examine the average number of transmission attempts, χ n * ,S , and the average energy consumption in steadystate, E n * ,S , for making random access attempts until it becomes successful when the reference power level is n * . Let χ (i) n * indicate the average number of transmission attempts at i-excess-power level when the reference level is n * , and the case of i = 0 represents the average number of transmission attempts at the reference level. If the transmission is successful at the j-th attempt with a certain power level, then there must have been (j − 1) collisions with this power level. Then, χ
(18) Let W i be the energy consumed for transmitting a random access packet with transmit power level i, then we obtain E n * ,S as: where we define
(φ j )= 1 for notational simplicity. We omit the expression of χ n * ,S since it is an extraction of all W i 's from Eq. (19).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of APF, we use α = 5 dB and the power levels ranging from 5 dBm to 50 dBm, obtained with the path loss exponent equal to 4.0 and cell radius equal to 3 Km. To provide general performance figures regardless of cell characteristics throughout analytical results, we assume users' transmit powers are uniformly distributed over 10 levels when the transmit power is increased or decreased by 5 dB between 5 and 50 dBm. We also consider the Gaussian shadowing of zero mean and variance of 8 dB. We set = 0.1 and δ = 0.01 by default.
To verify our analysis results, we conducted simulation, and performed each experiment 1,000,000 times using our simulator. We assume that 100 users are randomly distributed in a cell, generating packets with Poisson inter-arrivals. Since we use 5 dB as the difference between any two transmit-power levels, the simulation result of α = 5 dB is closest to our analysis.
We plot the successful access probability as a function of G in Fig. 2 (a) and compare the analytical and the simulation results. While our analysis assumed that G (i) does not cause collision to the others with the index larger than i for i = 0, · · · , N − 2 in Eqs. (8) and (9), this does not hold in the simulation result as in a real case, when there are more than one user of the same G (i) . However, it does not affect the performance significantly because of its low probability, so the simulation result at α = 5 is close to the analytical result. As the capture effect is more pronounced in the simulation from diverse receive powers, its successful access probability is higher than the analysis result. Especially, the probability increases with the decrease of α, since it activates the capture effect more vigorously. Our algorithm is compared with the scheme that always transmits full power. Since the capture effect appears widely in this scheme, its overall successful access probability is greater than that of our scheme. Fig. 2 (b) compares the average energy consumptions of APF and full transmit power when G = 0.75. To calculate the amount of energy consumption without considering the effect of any other factor, we do not consider the energy consumed by other processing, and assume that the transmission duration for a random access packet is fixed at 2 msec. To obtain the amount of APF's energy consumption in steady-state, we use Eq. (19) assuming that transmissions are attempted as many times as necessary for the transmission to become successful at the final power level N . This assumption is also applied to the full-power scheme for a fair comparison. Consequently, at all but the final power level, the APF's energy consumption is much lower than the full-power scheme's, even though APF transits to different states. The result also demonstrates that APF still consumes less energy than the case of making only one transmission attempt with full power.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a new method called APF for power-adjusted random access. APF consists of CoF and CoS estimations, and probabilistically adjusts transmit power for random access. Since it is possible to control the sensitivity of changing the transmit power, APF can meet various objectives, such as energy-savings, successful access, and initial access. The numerical results confirm that APF finely tunes to a proper power level, thus making energy-savings in fixed and mobile wireless environments. It would be interesting to investigate the performance of exponential backoffs combined with APF and its application to multi-hop networks. Although APF's main focus is on WMANs or cellular networks, it will provide useful insights in solving the power-allocation problem for random access wireless networks. These are matters of our future inquiry.
